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A B S T R A C T   

Research nuclear reactors are critical to the development of nuclear technology, but because of the complex 
configuration of the fuel assemblies and the different initial operating conditions, neutronic and thermal-
–hydraulic analyzes are performed with dedicated or adapted codes. These simulation tools might not be as 
accurate, since they use simple resolution methods and assumptions that do not always capture all aspects of the 
behavior of a nuclear research reactor. On the other hand, as time goes by, the evolution of numerical tools for 
the core analysis of power reactors have experienced a considerable progress. Nowadays, pin/subchannel level 
analysis of the core with coupled codes based on transport (SP3, MOC, SN, etc.) or Monte Carlo methods are 
applied in addition to the nodal diffusion codes. Hence, the research community is adapting and validating 
selected high-fidelity tools developed for power reactors to perform detail core analysis of e.g. Material Testing 
Reactors (MTR) cores at plate and subchannel level. 

This work deals with the validation of the high-fidelity coupled Serpent2/Subchanflow, which was modified 
and extended for the plate/subchannel analysis of MTR-cores, using the data of rod ejection tests performed in 
the SPERT IV D-12/25 reactor, especially the tests B-34 and B-35 were selected to validate the dynamic capa-
bility of Serpent2/Subchanflow. In these unique tests, experimental data e.g. thermal neutron flux, core power 
evolution during the rod ejection tests, and the plate cladding temperature was measured. It is noted that, due to 
the lack of detailed information on the initial conditions, the extraction and introduction scenarios of the 
transient rod for the reactivity insertion required calibrations and assumptions regarding velocity and position. 

The comparison of selected parameters predicted by the coupled simulations at plate/subchannel level of the 
SPERT IV reactor with the measured data at static and transient conditions shows excellent agreement con-
firming the high accuracy appropriateness of the used code for the analysis of research reactors. The calculated 
values of thermal neutron flux and core power evolution have a statistical error of ± 2 sigma. It was also found 
that the maximum temperature difference between calculated and experimental values is 7 ◦C and ~ 10 ◦C for 
tests B-34 and B-35, respectively. In addition, the coupled code predicts for the first time the temperature of each 
plate and subchannel considering the local feedbacks between neutronics and thermal-hydraulics allowing the 
identification of the hottest/coldest plate in the core. The high-fidelity validation tool can provide comparison 
solutions for current research reactor core analysis methods, such as core analysis with point kinetics or 3D nodal 
diffusion codes coupled with fuel assembly-level thermal-hydraulics.   

1. Introduction 

Research reactors have played a key role worldwide as centers of 
innovation and development in nuclear science and technology for more 
than six decades. These reactors are used in a variety of fields, including 

nuclear and particle physics, nuclear medicine, radioisotope production, 
materials characterization, personnel training, and validation and veri-
fication of simulation codes (IAEA, 2014). To date, about 841 research 
reactors have been built in 70 countries, some of which have been shut 
down, others are in the repowering process (IAEA, 2022), and some, 
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such as the Dutch government’s PALLAS reactor (Doval et al., 2022) and 
the Bolivian government’s CIDTN reactor (Nogarin, 2016), are in the 
construction and design phase. Most of these reactors are more than 40 
years old and require renewal of their operating license to meet current 
technical standards and safety requirements (Zuccaro-Labellarte and 
Fagerholm, 1996; Schaaf et al., 2011; Doval et al., 2022). 

To ensure reliable operation of the aging research reactors, it is 
important to improve their design, performance, and safety. One way to 
achieve this is through the use of computer codes that model the 
behavior of these reactors under normal operating conditions and 
accidental conditions with different level of accuracy and fidelity. 

There are a large number of dedicated numerical tools for the anal-
ysis transient analysis of research reactors capable of describe the core 
either with point kinetics methods or using nodal diffusion codes 
coupled with 1D thermal–hydraulic models (Doval, 1998; Gaheen and 
Abdelaziz, 2019; Castellanos-Gonzalez et al., 2018). Another line of 
research was the adaptations of codes used for power reactors (IAEA, 
2002; (Adorni et al., 2007) for the analysis of research reactor and its 
validation is necessary for its application for safety investigations 
(Soares et al., 2014; Hainoun and Schaffrath, 2001; Bousbia-Salah and 
Hamidouche, 2005). 

A new high-fidelity tool for the detailed plate/subchannel analysis of 
research reactors was developed recently at Karlsruhe Institute of 
Technology (KIT) by adapting and modifying the Monte Carlo Serpent 2 
and subchannel Subchanflow codes (Almachi et al., 2022a). Initially 
serpent2/Subchanflow was unrolled, validated and verified for Pres-
surized Water Reactor (PWR) and Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) (Imke 
and Sanchez-Espinoza, 2012; Daeubler et al., 2015; Ferraro, 2021; 
Garcia, 2021). 

In this work for the validation of Serpent2/Subchanflow, the 
experimental data obtained in the SPERT IV reactor and reported by 
(Crocker and Stephan, 1964) and (Crocker et al., 1963) is used. In (IAEA, 
2019), experimental data of several reactors including the one of the 
reactors SPERT IV D-12/25 are included. Latter provides unique data of 
neutronic and thermal–hydraulic parameters measured at steady-state 
and transient conditions. The overall SPERT IV data was extensively 
used to validate deterministic and stochastic codes (Labit et al., 2021; 
Motalab et al., 2014). The validation results show that it is necessary to 
use more sophisticated tools to simulate this reactor due to the high 
discrepancy between the simulation results and the experimental data 
(Margulis and Gilad, 2018). 

This work is an important step in the validation of the dynamic 
capability of the high-fidelity code Serpent2/Subchanflow using unique 
experimental data of the B-34 and B-35 tests performed at the reactor 
SPERT IV D-12/25 paving the way for the use of this code for safety 
evaluation of transient of MTR-cores. 

The present work is composed of six section. Section 2 presents the 
main features of the reactor SPERT IV D-12/25, followed by Section 3, 
which describes the simulation tools and coupling approach. Section 4 
introduces the main assumptions for the coupled neutronic and ther-
mal–hydraulic models and simulations. The last two sections, 5 and 6, 
present and discuss the results of the validation of the Serpent2/Sub-
chanflow, provide the conclusions, and perspectives. 

2. The SPERT IV D-12/25 reactor 

Fig. 1 shows the Special Power Excursion Reactor (SPERT) built 
under the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission’s reactor safety program. 
This facility was operated by the Atomic Energy Division of Phillips 
Petroleum Company to test reactor stability under static and transient 
conditions (Crocker et al., 1963). In July 1962, the first reactor core used 
for experimental purposes was designated SPERT IV D-12/25 (Crocker 
and Stephan, 1964). The diameter of the main tank, which contains the 
reactor core, is 6.096 m and the depth is 7.62 m. A 0.1064 m flanged 
nozzle is located in the central part of the bottom of the tank, the cooling 
fluid flows in an upward way allowing volumetric flow rate of up to 315 

L/s through the core. To stabilize the temperature of the coolant sur-
rounding the reactor core, during operation, a cooling system consisting 
of a 1 MW heat exchanger is used. The drive controls for the control rods 
(CRs) and the transient rod (TR) are located on the control bridge in the 
upper part of the containment. A Graham Model 190 MWG variable 
speed transmission is used to drive the rods. This transmission allows 
output speeds from 0 to 200 rpm and is controlled by remote electrical 
control systems (Crocker et al., 1965; Heffner et al., 1962). 

2.1. Tests conducted on SPERT IV D-12/25 reactor 

The reactor facility SPERT IV D-12/25 was designed to study the 
kinetic and static behavior of MTR-type reactors. The tests used in this 
work correspond to the ones obtained in two experimental programs. 
The first experimental program, called “Nuclear Start-up of the SPERT 
IV Reactor,” collected steady-state thermal neutron flux data and serves 
to determine the initial criticality condition and reactivity insertion 
values (Crocker et al., 1963). The second experimental program, called 
“Reactor Power Excursion Test in the SPERT IV Facility,” includes a total 
of 46 transient tests with reactivity insertion. The main parameters 
measured in this second phase were the evolution of core power and 
main fuel plate cladding temperature as a function of time (Crocker and 
Stephan, 1964). 

2.2. Static tests 

The experimental results obtained in the first phase of the program 
SPERT IV D-12/25 have proven useful for the validation of various 
Monte Carlo codes (Margulis and Gilad, 2018; Motalab et al., 2014). The 
thermal neutron flux values collected in (Crocker et al., 1963) were 
measured using cobalt activated wires. Fig. 2 shows a radial section of 
the reactor core SPERT IV D-12/25, showing the different positions, 
where the sensors for measuring the thermal neutron flux were placed. 
Also visible are the control fuel assemblies (CFAs) and the transient fuel 

Fig. 1. SPERT reactor facilities, obtained from (Heffner et al., 1962).  
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assembly (TFA). It can be seen that the arrangement of the four CFAs is 
symmetrical when viewed from the central position where the TFA is 
located. In this work, the experimental data measured at positions D-4 
and E-5 corresponding to the CFA and the TFA are used to validate the 
Serpent 2 Monte Carlo code. 

2.3. Transients tests 

A total of 46 transient tests with reactivity insertion were performed 
in the second phase of the SPERT IV D-12/25 program. The parameters 
measured in the transient tests include power, energy, temperature and 
pressure. To validate Serpent2/Subchanflow, the measured values of 
power and temperature are used. The total core power was obtained 
from the oscillograph traces recorded in the ion chambers, whose cur-
rent to power ratios were measured by calorimetric methods. The tem-
perature of the plate cladding was measured using a 0.07 mm thick 
chromium-aluminum thermocouple (Crocker and Stephan, 1964). It is 
important to note that the temperature values provided are within 10 % 
of the values tabulated in the literature, due to errors associated with the 
digitization of the data (IAEA, 2015). Therefore, a margin of error of ±
10 % for the measured ΔT values is considered in this work. 

Among the most common and complex tests to simulate are the so- 
called B-34 and B-35, which, according to recent recommendations, 
require more sophisticated computational methods or adjustments of 
their correlations to reduce the large discrepancy between simulation’s 
results and measured data (Margulis and Gilad, 2018; Labit et al., 2021). 
In this work, both tests are used to validate the dynamic capabilities of 
the Serpent2/Subchanflow code. 

2.4. Geometric dimensions of SPERT IV D-12/25 reactor 

A complete description of the geometric dimensions of the reactor 
SPERT IV can be found in UK and international units of measurement in 
(IAEA, 2015) and (Almachi et al., 2022b). This section describes the 
main dimensions required to create a complete three-dimensional 
model. Fig. 3(a) shows the base grid that supports the entire core 
structure. It is made of 60-61T6 aluminum and has 81 internal square 
cavities that house the different fuel assemblies and irradiation boxes. A 

radial cut of the reactor core is shown in Fig. 3(b), where the different 
fuel assemblies can be distinguished. The core consists of 20 standard 
fuel assemblies, 4 control fuel assemblies and 1 transient fuel assembly. 
The assembled fuel assemblies are placed in an aluminum mounting box, 
which is shown in Fig. 3(c). 

Fig. 4(a) shows an isometric view of the standard and control fuel 
assemblies located inside the mounting can. It can be seen that the 
control and transient fuel assemblies have a rectangular guide in which 
the control and transient rods move axially to add or remove reactivity 
to the system. 

The control and transient rods are shown in Fig. 4(b); the main dif-
ference between the two is the location of the poison material 
(aluminum alloy containing 7 wt% boron). The poisonous material of 
the control rod is at the top, while that of the transient rod is at the 
bottom. Fig. 4(c) shows a top view of the standard and control fuel as-
semblies. The SFA consists of 12 removable fuel plates, while the C.F.A/ 
T.F.A has a total of six fuel plates distributed among four plates in the 
center and one plate at each end. 

2.5. Operating conditions of the SPERT IV reactor 

As mentioned earlier, the tests performed with the SPERT IV reactor 
were divided into two programs. The first experimental phase records 
the values measured when the reactor reaches a steady-state. The initial 
conditions for this series of tests are summarized in Table 1 (Crocker 
et al., 1963). These parameters are considered in the modeling of the 
reactor SPERT IV using the Monte Carlo code Serpent 2 stand-alone. 

Additionally, experimental data at transient condition are used to 
validate the dynamic capabilities of Serpent2/Subchanflow. In this 
second phase of the experimental program, several transient tests were 
performed. In this work, the experimental data of global power and 
temperature of the cladding of a critical plate from tests B-34 and B-35 
are used (Crocker and Stephan, 1964). The dynamic tests in question 
analyze the evolution of power and temperature when reactivity is 
inserted into the reactor core. The initial conditions before recording the 
transient readings are summarized in Table 2. With respect to the 
reactivity insertion ramp rate for tests B-34 and B-35 during the tran-
sient test, limited information is available. In most analyses, only the 
maximum reactivity values are used, which are 0.88 $ and 1.05 $, 
respectively. This limitation implies the need to make certain assump-
tions in the transient rod movement scenarios, as detailed in Section 5.2. 

3. Analysis tools 

3.1. Serpent 2 neutronic code 

Serpent 2 is a state-of-the-art code developed and distributed by VTT 
of Finland for particle transport simulation (Leppänen et al., 2015). 
Serpent 2 simulates the interactions of neutrons with the nuclei of the 
various materials that make up the reactor and calculates the probability 
that neutrons will be absorbed, scattered, or escape from the reactor. It is 
a 3D Monte Carlo continuous energy code that uses the standard ACE 
Nuclear Data Library (NDL) format to perform static and dynamic cal-
culations (Chadwick et al., 2006). The code is versatile, so it is often used 
for multi-physics analyses (Leppänen et al., 2012) such as neutronic 
thermal–hydraulic (Ferraro, 2021; Daeubler et al., 2015) and thermo- 
mechanical calculations (Garcia, 2021; García et al., 2021). Multi- 
physics calculations are performed using external interface files called 
IFC, which can be selected as needed. In this work, the IFC type 22 
interface was used (Viitanen and Leppänen, 2012). The multi-physics 
approach is based on the consideration of parameters that directly 
affect neutron multiplication, such as the density and temperature of the 
coolant and fuel. To perform these calculations, Serpent 2 uses rejection 
sampling techniques in combination with target motion sampling (TMS) 
(Viitanen and Leppänen, 2014). Serpent 2 is being developed as open 
source and is written in standard ANSI-C language. It can run on Linux, 

Fig. 2. Two-dimensional representation of a radial cut of the SPERT IV reactor 
core showing the cobalt wires and the different fuel assemblies. 
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so it is highly parallelizable and can take advantage of multi-core pro-
cessing power when used on supercomputers. 

3.2. Subchanflow thermal–hydraulic code 

Subchanflow is a thermal–hydraulic subchannel code developed at 
the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) (Imke and Sanchez- 
Espinoza, 2012). The code allows steady-state and transient calcula-
tions for the analysis of Boiling Water Reactors (BWR), Pressurized 
Water Reactors (PWR) and Water-to-Water Energy Reactors (VVER) 
reactors. Subchanflow has been extended to model downward and up-
ward coolant flow in MTR research reactors (Almachi et al., 2021). The 
experimental data used for validation of the latest version of Subchan-
flow correspond to the RA-6 device and the IEA-R1 reactor (Almachi and 
Sanchez-Espinoza, 2022c). The code is written in a modular and 
platform-independent way so that it can be compiled and executed on 
WINDOWS and LINUX operating systems. 

A three-equation flow model is implemented in Subchanflow, which 
includes mixing equations for the mass, momentum, and energy bal-
ances (Basile et al., 1999). In addition, a momentum equation is used for 
cross-flow between neighboring subchannels. Subchanflow solves the 
problems for a mixture of two-phase flow using the four conservation 
equations. A set of empirical correlations and constitutive equations for 
the wall/liquid heat transfer, pressure drop, etc. are needed to close the 

system. The mass and energy conservation equations are solved in the 
subchannel approach for coolant center conditions. Subchanflow is 
extremely versatile and can be coupled with other codes to perform 
more accurate reactor analysis. This allows coupled effects to be 
considered and improves the accuracy in predicting the thermal-
–hydraulic and neutronic behavior of the reactor. 

3.3. Multi-physics coupling approach 

The principal-secondary approach is an internal coupling concept 
developed at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology for the Serpent 2 and 
Subchanflow codes. Serpent 2 assumes the role of primary and Sub-
chanflow acts in the role of secondary. This configuration allows for 
easier compilation and use of the codes. One of the key advantages of 
this coupling is that it preserves the inherent characteristics of each of 
the codes and allows the modeling of complex cores such as those found 
in research reactors. The implementation of principal-secondary 
approach implies an interdependence between the codes, since the 
provided calculations are the result of a convergence process of relax-
ation parameters and thermal–hydraulic fields, such as density and 
temperature (Ferraro, 2021). 

The exchange of thermal–hydraulic fields is done through IFC files. 
These files contain information about the temperature and density of the 
coolant and fuel temperature, as well as how this information is stored in 

Fig. 3. SPERT IV dimensions in cm of: (a) lower grid; (b) core; (c) assembly can.  
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a spatial grid. The grids containing this information are superimposed on 
the geometric model created in Serpent 2 and Subchanflow, transferring 
the information from cell to cell, which allows the creation of complex 

Fig. 4. Details of Assemblies and Control and Transient Rods:(a) isometric view details of SFA and CFA; (b) isometric details of control and transient rods;(c) Radial 
details of SFA and CFA. Figures (a) and (b) obtained from (IAEA, 2015). 

Table 1 
Main operating conditions of the reactor SPERT IV D-12/25 for the static 
calculation.  

Parameter Reference values 

Fuel type UAl alloy Al clad flat plate fuel 
Enrichment HEU 93 % 14.0 g 235 U 
Initial temperature 20 [◦C] 
Coolant, moderator, reflector Light water 
Poison material Binal (B-Al) 
Initial power 1 [W]  

Table 2 
Global initial conditions for SPERT IV D-12/25 for the transient calculations.  

Parameter Test B-34 Test B-35 

Inlet pressure [Pa] 140,000 140,000 
Reactor power [W] 62,548 68,495 
Temperature inlet [◦C] 21.9 22.0 
Inlet volumetric flow rate [L/s] 315.45 315.45  

Fig. 5. Concept of thermal–hydraulic field exchange in a coupled model, 
adapted from (Ferraro, 2021). 
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lattice structures such as those present in PWR, VVER and MTR reactors. 
The concept of field exchange within the coupled code is illustrated in 
Fig. 5, where two IFC files are shown, one for the fuel and one for the 
coolant. The model created in Serpent 2 provides the power values 
generated by nuclear fission to the Subchanflow thermal–hydraulic 
code. The power provided by Serpent 2 is an average value per fuel plate 
that is converted and transmitted to Subchanflow as needed. The ther-
mal–hydraulic code then performs fuel, cladding, and coolant temper-
ature calculations, and when convergence conditions are reached, the 
average cells values of fuel temperature, coolant temperature, and 
coolant density are transferred to Serpent 2. All fields are stored in RAM, 
which allows fast and efficient data exchange. 

3.4. Simulation of transients with Serpent2/Subchanflow 

The neutron transport equation with time dependence is essential for 
understanding the behavior of a reactor. This type of problem usually 
deals with the occurrence of prompt and delayed neutrons. The occur-
rence of both groups of neutrons in Serpent2/Subchanflow will be 
treated taking into account the considerations of (Sjenitzer, 2013). 
Prompt neutrons are treated as instantaneous because of the short time 
in which they are released (10E-14 s), while delayed neutrons are 
evaluated by tracking the precursor population that produces them. To 
address the transient problems with Serpent2/Subchanflow the two-step 
approach must be followed. In the first step, two sources are created and 
stored; one of the sources considers neutrons traveling with a certain 
position, direction, and energy, commonly known as live neutrons, and 
the other source stores the precursor population. Both sources are stored 
in external files and must be calculated from a critical state of the core. 
In the second step, the external files obtained in step 1 are used for the 
transient calculation, which is analogous to the fixed source method as a 
function of time (Ferraro, 2021; Sjenitzer, 2013; Sjenitzer and Hoo-
genboom, 2011; Valtavirta et al., 2016). 

4. SPERT models and setup of coupled simulations 

4.1. Serpent 2 model 

Following the geometrical specifications of Section 2.1.3, the 
detailed three-dimensional representation of all components of the D- 
12/25 SPERT IV reactor is performed using Serpent 2. The developed 
model is used for validation of the static thermal neutron flux calcula-
tions and elaboration of the integral control rod worth profile. For the 
steady-state calculations, the following aspects were considered:  

• The nuclear data library used was ENDFB-VIII.0.  
• To obtain the thermal neutron flux values, counters were used at 

positions D-4 and E-5 (see Fig. 2). The mesh of counters is formed by 
a square of 0.10 cm side in the XY plane extruded 77.15 cm in the Z 
direction, dividing into 60 equidistant axial cells.  

• Each calculation is performed with 200 inactive cycles followed by 
1000 active cycles, with a neutron population of 1E6 per generation.  

• The energy cutoff for thermal flux was set to 0.5 eV.  
• Vacuum boundary conditions are used for the radial and axial core 

boundaries 

4.2. Subchanflow model 

To create a representative model of the SPERT IV D-12/25 reactor 
with the Subchanflow code, a radial map has been created representing 
the location of each plate and channel. This representation can be seen 
in Fig. 6. The following assumptions are made as follow:  

• The central plate model is used for thermal–hydraulic data transfer.  
• The lateral number of nodes for heat conduction is divided into 3 

nodes for the fuel and two nodes for the cladding.  

• The axial discretization for the IFC information transfer is 20 cells for 
both the fuel plate and the coolant channel. 

As in the case of the IEA-R1 reactor, it has been observed in several 
studies that the use of standard heat transfer correlations, such as Dittus- 
Boelter or similar, leads to high values for the plate cladding tempera-
ture (Margulis and Gilad, 2018; IAEA, 2019; Labit et al., 2021). To 
improve the simulation results other correlations more appropriate for 
MTR-fuel assemblies are selected based on the validation of Subchan-
flow (Almachi and Sanchez-Espinoza, 2022c). Consequently, the use of 
the Y-Sudo correlation was selected for this work (Sudo et al., 1990). In 
addition, the friction factors for laminar and turbulent flows shown in 
(Li and Zhang, 2010) and (Rohsenow et al., 1998) are selected. 

4.3. Setup of the coupled Serpent2/Subchanflow simulation 

A Serpent2/Subchanflow simulation is performed with the models 
described above for a detailed plate/subchannel level three-dimensional 
analysis of the SPERT IV D-12/25 transient tests. Due to the high 
complexity of the reactor core, additional files are used for axial and 
radial re-assignment of nodes in both cases. The analyses performed in 
two steps: a static and dynamic calculations. 

Step1: static calculations: 

Fig. 6. Top view for the identification of plates and cooling channels, for 
remapping between Serpent 2 and Subchanflow, SPERT-IV reactor. 
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• The axial discretization for the information transfer (IFC type 22) is 
20 cells for both the fuel plate and the coolant channel; and  

• the calculations are performed with 200 inactive cycles followed by 
1000 active cycles, with a neutron amount of 1E6 per generation. 

Step2: dynamic calculations:  

• For tests B-34 and B-35, the total number of particles is 4E6, divided 
into 200 batches,  

• The axial discretization for the information transfer (IFC type 22) is 
20 cells for both the fuel plate and the coolant channel. 

• The insertion of reactivity to the system is performed by the com-
bined movement of extraction and insertion of the transient rod (see 
Fig. 13).  

• The typical convergence values for the thermal–hydraulic feedbacks 
used in this work correspond to those proposed by (Ferraro, 2021; 
Ferraro et al., 2019) (∈∼t

Tfuel
⩽ 5 [

◦C], ∈∼t
Tcool

⩽ 1 [
◦C] and 

∈∼t
ρcool

⩽ 0.01 [g/cm3]). Also, the ω -factor for the relaxation of the 
thermal–hydraulic parameters for steady-state and transient calcu-
lations is equal to 0.5 and 0.0, respectively. 

5. Discussion of results 

5.1. Validation of Serpent 2 using steady-state experimental data 

The experimental parameters used for the validation of Serpent 2 are 
divided into two groups: the control rod worth as a function of the axial 
position and the axial distribution of the normalized neutron flux at 
positions D-4 and E-5. Fig. 7 shows the curve of the experimental 
reactivity values together with the values calculated by Serpent2/Sub-
chanflow. The reactivity values increase as the control rods are removed 
from the reactor core, increasing in neutron flux. Six axial positions were 
selected for comparison, each one simulated according to the specifi-
cations given in Section 4.1. The statistical error bars of the calculated 
values correspond to ± 2 sigma and include all experimental values, 
indicating good agreement. 

Once the reactivity curve is obtained, the axial position of the control 
rods for a criticality condition is calculated. The neutronic parameters 
obtained under such conditions are listed in Table 3. Fig. 8 shows the 
position of the control rods and the transient rod. In this set of calcu-
lations, the poisonous section of the transient rod is completely outside 
the core, unlike the control rods. The poisonous section of the control 
rods is at 51.46 cm, measured from the lowest part of the reactor. 

Figs. 9 and 10 show the normalized values of thermal neutron flux, 
both measured and calculated with Serpent 2. In both figures, the peak 
values of neutron flux are observed at a height of about 40 cm, measured 
from the bottom of the reactor core. Fig. 9 shows that the neutron flux in 
D-4 is lower in the upper part of the reactor core, which is due to the 
presence of the poisonous section of the control rods that limits neutron 
production. On the other hand, when comparing the profiles in E-5 
(Fig. 10), it is observed that the neutron flux is higher than in D-4, which 
is because in E-5 the poisonous material of the transient rod is located 
outside the reactor core and does not directly affect the neutron 
population. 

Comparing the values calculated by Serpent 2 with the experimental 
values, a good agreement between them is observed. Moreover, statis-
tical error bars of ± 2 sigma have been considered. It can be observed 
that the maximum error bars occur at the peaks of the neutron flux 
distribution. These results confirm the validity of the established model 
and that the results are consistent with those presented by (Margulis and 
Gilad, 2018) and (Motalab et al., 2014). 

5.2. Validation of Serpent2/Subchanflow using transient experimental 
data 

5.2.1. Start-up of the SPERT IV reactor 
Details about the start-up of the transient experiments are docu-

mented in (Crocker and Stephan, 1964) and (Spano and Miller, 1962). A 
similar procedure is followed to determine the initial starting positions 
of the control rods and the transient rod in the simulations: Fig. 7. Experimental and calculated control rod worth curve as a function of 

different positions of the reactor control rod SPERT IV D-12/25; all control rods 
are removed at the same time. 

Table 3 
Comparison between experimental and predicted values for the main neutron 
parameters.  

Item Λ/βeff [ms] keff Critical position 
with T.R. fully out 
[cm] 

Excess 
reactivity [$] 

Experiment 8.1 ~ 1  51.46 5.27 
Serpent 2 8.3 ±

0.02 
1.00007 ±
0.00014  

51.46 5.27 ± 0.04  

Fig. 8. Representation of the SPERT IV reactor using Serpent 2 together with 
axial sections for the control (section D-4) and transient (section E-4) rods. 
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1. Criticality condition: In this case, the model validated in Section 5.1 
is used, where the positions of the control and transient rods are 
known (see Fig. 8). 

2. Adding reactivity to the system: Within the framework of the tran-
sient tests carried out in the SPERT IV D-12/25 reactor, a reactivity 
variation was recorded that ranged from 0.88 $ to 2.14 $. Following 
the calibration guidelines outlined in (Spano and Miller, 1962), it 
was established that the reactivity generated by the transient rod 
should overestimate the value obtained in the test, which, in this 
context, was 2.14 $. Given the limitation of detailed information on 
this procedure in the present work, for the overestimation it was 
decided to add a conservative value of 0.5 $ to the maximum value 
observed in the test. As a result of this adjustment, a new rectified 
value for reactivity was calculated, which amounts to 2.64 $.  

3. Control rods position: Using the reactivity value of 2.64 $ and the 
control-rod-worth- curves shown in Fig. 7, the position of the control 
rods is calculated. The control rods are pulled out until the calculated 
position is reached.  

4. Transient rod position: The absorber material section of the transient 
rod is inserted into the reactor core until a criticality value is again 
reached, i.e., a value of 2.64 $ is extracted from the system. At this 
point, the positions of the control rods and the transient rod are 
recorded. 

The sequence of steps has been addressed for the initial conditions 
given in Table 1 and the assumptions described in Section 4.3. Fig. 11 
shows the Serpent2/Subchanflow model created to simulate the reactor 
SPERT IV D-12/25. It shows the axial sections to illustrate the position of 
the control rods and the transient rod. In slice D-4, it can be seen that the 

Fig. 9. Comparison of thermal neutron flux detector at location D-4.  

Fig. 10. Comparison of thermal neutron flux detector at location E-5.  
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position of the control rods is 59.71 cm measured from the bottom. It has 
been determined using the rod-worth control curves (Fig. 7); in slice E-5, 
the poisonous section of the transient rod can be seen at a distance of 
36.67 cm measured from the bottom. Fig. 12 shows the value curve of 
the transient rod created using seven axial positions. The distances 
shown in this section correspond to a criticality condition relevant to the 
transient test. This configuration is used for calculating and storing of 
the external sources of live neutrons and precursors required for the 
dynamic calculations (see Section 3.4). 

5.2.2. Transient rod movements scenarios for reactivity insertion 
The scenarios for transient rod motion during dynamic tests in the 

SPERT IV D-12/25 reactor is not adequately documented. Also, since 
this is the first time this reactor has been modeled with high-fidelity 
codes, there is no clear proposal on how to address this problem. To 

solve this situation, it is proposed to use the method already used in the 
reactor SPERT III, where the problem of reactivity insertion was solved 
by extracting the transient rod at constant velocity and then, in order to 
reduce reactivity, the transient rod was re-introduced at constant speed 
at certain time intervals (Ferraro et al., 2020; Ferraro, 2021). 

For tests B-34 and B-35, the determination of the extraction and 
introduction velocities of the transient rod is the result of a previous 
calibration process. I.e., in the case of test B-35 submitted by (Almachi 
and Sanchez-Espinoza, 2023), the power curve (see Fig. 16) shows two 
noticeable increases: a sudden one, occurring up to t = 1.54 s, and a 
more gradual one, extending up to t = 2.74 s. The first increase in power 
is associated with the rapid removal of the control rod, while the second 
is due to the residual effects of the initial disturbance that gradually 
evens to equilibrium. From t = 2.74 s, the slope of increase is observed to 
be smaller than previously observed, suggesting a reduction in fission 
reactions, associated with the introduction of the poisonous section of 
the transient rod. To simulate this second behavior, the transient rod is 
introduced on two occasions. This process is summarized in Fig. 13 for 
tests B-34 and B-35. 

Regarding the experimental data used to validate the Serpent2/ 
Subchanflow code, the power and temperature values were measured at 
time intervals of 9 s and 4 s for tests B-34 and B-35, respectively. For the 
transient simulation, the time intervals for both cases are summarized in 
Table 4, which are divided into 100 bins, thus obtaining time steps of 
0.09 s for B-34 and 0.04 s for B-35. 

5.2.3. Comparison of global reactor parameters for the test B-34 
Fig. 14 shows the evolution of the average experimental power of the 

reactor core SPERT IV D-12/25 together with the power values calcu-
lated by Serpent2/Subchanflow and the ramp of reactivity insertion into 
the system. It can be observed that the reactivity added to the system 
increases rapidly when the poisonous section of the transient rod (see 
Fig. 11) is removed from the core, reaching a maximum value of 0.746 ±
0.04 $ at a time of 1.96 s. Subsequently, the reactivity begins to decrease 
and tends to stabilize. This increase in reactivity results in an increase in 
power, as shown in Fig. 14. The values calculated by Serpent2/Sub-
chanflow, which contain a statistical error band of ± 2 sigma, show a 
good approximation to the experimental values. Large variations in the 
calculated values from the measured data are not observed, confirming a 
good prediction capability of the high-fidelity coupled code the analysis 
of short transient considering local feedbacks between neutronic and 
thermal–hydraulic phenomena of research reactor cores. 

Fig. 11. Representation of the SPERT IV reactor using Serpent2/Subchanflow 
together with axial sections for the control (section D-4) and transient (section 
E-4) rods. 

Fig. 12. Calculated reactivity curve as a function of different positions of the reactor transient rod SPERT IV D-12/25.  
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Fig. 15 shows the evolution trend of the average temperature of the 
fuel and coolant in the core of the SPERT IV D-12/25 reactor predicted 
by the coupled code. It is observed that the temperature values reached 
by the fuel are higher than those of the coolant (82.40 ◦C vs. 32.7 ◦C in 
9.89 s). In addition, more pronounced fluctuations are observed in the 
temperature profile of the fuel compared to the coolant. In both cases, 
the temperature values calculated by Serpent2/Subchanflow do not 
exceed the boiling limits of the coolant or the melting point of the fuel, 

ensuring safety margins. The more noticeable fluctuations, observable 
after 4 s, in the fuel temperature curve are the result of the inherent 
stochastic nature of the simulation method. The unpredictable nature of 
neutron interactions and other probabilistic processes occurring within 
Serpent 2 can cause variations in the simulated results in Subchanflow 
(see Fig. 5). Although increasing the number of simulation particles or 
variance reduction techniques could mitigate fluctuations, their imple-
mentation could significantly increase computational costs in the former 
case and in the latter, it appears that the variance reduction technique 
has limitations with examples where transient rods or control rods are 
removed (Ferraro, 2021). 

5.2.4. Comparison of global reactor parameters for the test B-35 
As in case B-34, Fig. 16 shows the experimental power values 

measured in the SPERT IV D-12/25 reactor together with the power and 
reactivity values calculated by Serpent2/Subchanflow. It can be seen 

Fig. 13. Proposed transient rod movement scenarios for: (a) the reactivity insertion of 0.88 $ for the B-34; (b) reactivity insertion of 1.05 $ for the B-35.  

Table 4 
Experimental time and simulation Δ time for cases B-34 and B-35.  

I.D. Experimental time [s] Simulation Δt [s] Bins Step-time [s] 

B-34 0.89 – 9.89 9 [s] 100  0.09 
B-35 0.89 – 4.89 4 [s] 100  0.04  

Fig. 14. Evolution of total reactor power and total system reactivity of the reactor SPERT IV, only power values are compared with experimental measurements 
reported for B-34. 
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that the experimental power values increase in at least two different 
time intervals. In the first-time interval, the power experienced increases 
rapidly and reaches a value of 8.65 MW at t = 1.56 s. Subsequently, the 
power continues to increase but at a lower intensity until it reaches 21 
MW at t = 4.89 s. 

Regarding the calculated values, it can be seen that the reactivity 
increases rapidly when the poisonous section of the transient rod leaves 
the core according to the scenarios proposed in Fig. 13, which in turn 
causes an increase in power. Then, when the rods are reintroduced, the 
fission energy production decreases, but there is no immediate drop in 
power. The scenarios for the movement of the control rods are matched 
to the reactivity curve that controls the calculated power profile. The 
reactivity curve, located at the bottom of Fig. 16, shows an increase to a 
maximum of 0.95 ± 0.04 $ at t = 1.13 s and then begins to drop to a 
value of 0.55 ± 0.044 $ at t = 4.89 s. The reactivity curve is then used to 
calculate the power profile. Comparing two sets of values shows that 95 
% of the experimental values are within the ± 2 sigma error bar, con-
firming the good agreement between the two data sets. 

Fig. 17 shows the evolution of the core average temperatures for the 
fuel and coolant calculated by Serpent2/Subchanflow, up to a time of 
4.89 s. It can be seen that the coolant and fuel temperatures reach their 
maximum values of 34.0 ◦C and 84.0 ◦C, respectively. Similar to Fig. 15, 
the fluctuations observed in the fuel temperature profile (starting at 2.9 
s) are inherent to the Monte Carlo approach i.e. due to the statistical 

uncertainties. It should be noted that, in this case, experimental data are 
not available for comparison either; however, these results are valuable 
for calculations performed with lower level solvers, such as determin-
istic methods. The absence of an uncertainty estimate at this stage is an 
aspect to consider. 

5.2.5. Comparison of local reactor parameters for the test B-34 
A major advantage of the Serpent2/Subchanflow code is its ability to 

calculate parameters at the local level, i.e., at the plate/subchannel 
level, considering the feedback between neutronics and thermal- 
hydraulics. Fig. 18 shows the radial power distribution for each of the 
plates of the SPERT IV D-12/25 test B-34 for a time of 9.89 s. In this 
figure, the plates with maximum and minimum power can be identified 
which according to Fig. 6, can be named # 182 (with 118030 W) and # 5 
(with 66995 W), respectively. The power concentration is mainly 
located in and around the center of the core. The plates near the water 
channels, where the control rods and the transient rod moves, have 
higher power due to the increased moderator effect of the water present 
in these channels. 

The three-dimensional representation of the cladding temperature 
distribution, shown in Fig. 19, is of great interest. As with power, the 
maximum temperature values are concentrated in the center of the core 

Fig. 15. Evolution of core averaged fuel and coolant temperature calculated by 
Serpent2/Subchanflow for the SPERT IV reactor tests B-34, no experimental 
results are provided for comparison. 

Fig. 16. Evolution of total reactor power and total system reactivity of the 
reactor SPERT IV, only power values are compared with experimental mea-
surements reported for B-35. 

Fig. 17. Evolution of core averaged fuel and coolant temperature calculated by 
Serpent2/Subchanflow for the SPERT IV reactor tests B-35, no experimental 
results are provided for comparison. 

Fig. 18. Radial power distribution for the SPERT IV reactor calculated by 
Serpent2/Subchanflow, test B-34 at a discrete time of t = 9.89 s after reac-
tivity insertion. 
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due to the high neutron flux. The temperature profiles for plate/channel 
#182 and #5 are shown in Fig. 20. The maximum temperature values 
for plate # 182 are located at a distance of 43.71 cm from the lowest part 
(see Fig. 11) and correspond to 139.46 ◦C for the fuel and 131.33 ◦C for 
the cladding. Also, for the lowest power plate, # 5, the highest tem-
perature values are measured at a height of 43.71 cm with 87.09 ◦C for 
the fuel and 83.43 ◦C for the cladding. For the coolant temperature 
profiles, the maximum values are observed at the core outlet with values 
of 45.62 ◦C for channel # 182 and 38.47 ◦C for channel # 5, respectively. 
It is important to note that this data set does not show large discrep-
ancies or significant fluctuations, demonstrating the consistency of the 
developed models. 

Fig. 21 shows the experimental temperature values of the cladding of 
plate # 136 compared to the values calculated by Serpent2/Subchan-
flow. The experimental temperature corresponds to those measured up 
to a time t = 9.89 s with a thermocouple at position x, y, z (0, − 0.03, 
35.08) cm. The uncertainty bar considered for the experimental data 

corresponds to 10 %, as stated in (IAEA, 2015). It can be observed that 
the calculated values over- and under-predict the temperature values; 
but 98 % of the calculated values are within the considered uncertainty 
bar. Large fluctuations are not observed during the temperature evolu-
tion, and the maximum difference between the predicted and experi-
mental values is about 7 ◦C at time t = 9.89 s. This excellent agreement 
between the experimental data and the calculations performed with 
Serpent2/Subchanflow demonstrates the high accuracy of the applied 
numerical tools to perform detailed plate/subchannel level calculations 
of research reactors cores under transient conditions. 

5.2.6. Comparison of local reactor parameters for the test B-35 
Similar to test study B-34, the results for power and temperature for 

test B-35 are presented and discussed hereafter. Fig. 22 shows the 
average radial distribution of power for each of the plates. It can be seen 
that the high-power distribution is mainly in and around the core center. 
In addition, the plates near the empty spaces through which the control 
rods and the transient rod transit also get more power due to the pres-
ence of the coolant, which acts as a moderator facilitating the generation 
of fission energy. In test B-35, the plates with the highest and lowest 
power are located on the left side of the core, at time t = 4.89 s. These 
plates correspond to plate # 246 with a power of 116240 W and plate # 
219 with a power of 65304 W, respectively. 

The three-dimensional representation of the temperature distribu-
tion for the cladding of each of the plates is shown in Fig. 23, where it 
can be seen that the plates with the highest temperature values are 
located in and surrounding the center of the core, which is consistent 
with the power distribution shown in Fig. 22. The temperature profiles 
for plates/channels # 246 and # 219 are shown in Fig. 24, where the 
axial temperature distribution for the fuel, cladding and coolant can be 
seen. For plate # 246, the temperature peaks of the fuel and the cladding 
are located at a distance of 43.71 cm from the bottom of the reactor and 
correspond to 122.74 ◦C and 115.85 ◦C, respectively. In addition, it is 
found that for the plate with the lowest power, the temperature peaks for 
the fuel and the cladding are located at a height of 46.76 cm, measured 
from the bottom of the reactor, with values of 84.68 ◦C and 80.68 ◦C, 
respectively. Regarding the coolant temperature, of the channels # 246 
and # 219, the maximum values are found at the core outlet and 
correspond to 48.87 ◦C and 38.45 ◦C, respectively. Fluctuating values 
with large discrepancies with each other cannot be observed. Since no 
experimental data are available for these parameters, the values pre-
dicted by Serpent2/Subchanflow can be considered as comparison 
values for low-order solvers, such as diffusion codes or point kinetics. 

Fig. 19. 3D cladding temperature distribution of reactor SPERT IV D-12/25 test 
B-34, predicted using Serpent2/Subchanflow at t = 9.89 s. 

Fig. 20. Test B-34, axial temperature distribution for coolant, cladding and fuel for: (a) maximum power plate # 182; (b) minimum power plate # 5 at t = 9.89 s after 
reactivity insertion. 
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Finally, Fig. 25 shows the evolution of the measured temperature in 
the cladding of plate # 136 together with the values calculated by Ser-
pent2/Subchanflow up to a time of 4.89 s. The temperature 

measurements were made with a thermocouple located at the same 
coordinates as in test B-34. In test B-35, the maximum temperature 
measured at t = 4.89 s is 72.26 ◦C. As it observed Serpent2/Subchanflow 

Fig. 21. Comparison of temporal evolution of the cladding temperature between Serpent2/Subchanflow calculation and experimental data for the plate # 136, test 
B-34. 

Fig. 22. Radial power distribution for the SPERT IV reactor calculated by Serpent2/Subchanflow, test B-35 at a discrete time of 4.89 s after reactivity insertion.  
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tends to overestimate and underestimate the cladding temperature 
values. The overestimation of the calculated data starts to become more 
pronounced starting at t = 3.2 s and reaching a maximum difference 
between predicted and measured temperature of 9.36 ◦C. The over-
estimation evidenced in plate # 136 may originate from several factors. 
First, the power recorded in this plate is higher than the average of the 
rest. In addition, it is important to consider that a uniform radial dis-
tribution of the mass flow has been assumed, which could be refined 
with detailed information of such distribution, possible through 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes. There is also the possibility 
that this phenomenon is due to biases in the experimental data. Since 
this is the first case reported using high-fidelity simulation codes, the 
assertion of any biases and the need for additional calibrations could be 
considered after replicating this case with other high-precision codes. 
However, it should be noted that according to (IAEA, 2015) recom-
mended uncertainty range of ± 10 % for the experimental data, 82 % of 
the calculated values are in good agreement with the experimental 

values. These unique results predicted by Serpent2/Subchanflow 
demonstrate the prediction capability of the coupled Monte Carlo and 
subchannel code in predicting key-thermal hydraulic parameters at 
plate/subchannel level never done before for such kind of cores. This 
validation work of Serpent2/Subchanflow is a very important step for 
the acceptance and use of such codes as reference solutions for other 
lower-order solutions i.e. 3D nodal diffusion codes coupled with 1D 
system thermal hydraulic codes. Of the validation work can be extended 
for both neutronic and thermal hydraulic parameters if data at plate and 
subchannel level is available, what is really scarce. For the time-being, it 
is a very good tool to evaluate the safety features of MTR-reactors 
compared to the legacy ones in use during the licensing process of 
such reactors. 

5.2.7. Computer environment for the static and dynamic calculations 
The CPU time used when using the Serpent 2 code was approxi-

mately ~ 5 h for each of the proposed positions in Fig. 7. In contrast, the 
computation time for the static calculations using the coupled Serpent2/ 
Subchanflow code was approximately 8 h for each of the proposed po-
sitions in Fig. 12. Both simulations were performed on a cluster with an 

Fig. 23. 3D cladding temperature distribution of reactor SPERT IV D-12/25 test 
B-35, predicted using Serpent2/Subchanflow at t = 4.89 s. 

Fig. 24. Test B-35, axial temperature distribution for coolant, cladding and fuel for: (a) maximum power plate # 246; (b) minimum power plate # 219 at t = 4.89 s 
after reactivity insertion. 

Fig. 25. Comparison of temporal evolution of the cladding temperature be-
tween Serpent2/Subchanflow calculation and experimental data for the plate # 
136, test B-35. 
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Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 5118 CPU running at 2.30 GHz on a Debian 
4.9.320–2 GNU /Linux system. An OpenMP parallel programming 
model with 48 CPU (s) was used for these computations. 

On the other hand, tests B-34 and B-35 were performed on the HPC 
HoreKa supercomputer at KIT, equipped with a 2.40 GHz Intel(R) Xeon 
(R) Platinum 8368 CPU using more than 250 terabytes of main memory. 
These simulations were run in hybrid mode using 2 MPI nodes and 152 
OpenMP cores, resulting in a total of 304 cores per simulation. The 
runtime for each case was approximately ~ 60 h. 

The Serpent 2 code had a lower runtime compared to the coupled 
Serpent2/Subchanflow coupled code, due to differences in the methods 
and models implemented. In addition, the use of the HoreKa super-
computer with its powerful hardware allowed more complex and 
extensive transient simulations to be performed in a reasonable time for 
tests B-34 and B-35. 

5.2.8. Summary and outlook 
This study used the high-fidelity Serpent2/Subchanflow code in an 

MTR reactor, based on assumptions due to the lack of initial parameters. 
To carry out the transient modeling, assumptions were made on the 
transient rod motion for reactivity addition to the system. The proposed 
transient rod velocities and positions are derived from previous cali-
brations for each of the cases. As this is the first time that these tests are 
approached, the local thermal–hydraulic results provided should be 
used for comparison, with results from other low-level codes, consid-
ering the lack of uncertainty bands, an aspect that is under progress. 

The global transient power values and local plate cladding temper-
atures calculated by Serpent2/Subchanflow show excellent agreement 
with experimental data, which represents a significant advance not 
previously achieved by any other high-fidelity code. 

The gain of the detailed plate/subchannel level simulations is that 
they make it possible to predict key parameters for core safety in a 3D 
mode, providing information on local thermal–hydraulic and neutronic 
parameters. This approach allows easy identification and obtaining of 
axial temperature profiles for high and low power plates, as well as 
providing temperature profiles for the associated subchannel. 

The validation of Serpent2/Subchanflow paves the way for the future 
use of this code in the safety assessment of MTR-cores in the licensing 
process of new reactors (e.g. PALLAS). Further validation of the new 
coupled code for research reactors with other, more complex fuel as-
sembly designs is required and already underway, e.g., for Russian- 
designed research reactors, which are typically loaded with complex 
fuel assemblies similar to those of VVR-KN and IRT-4M. 
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